How to Make Big Problem Smaller?!!_Challenging the Dilemma.2016/5/15
Having solution is to see through a whole,then answer may seem small.On the contrary,
difficult one seems larger not to see a whole.A LOGIC could make those easier.

＊What rules this world from deepest the bottom....................Faust(G.W.Goethe)
[１]：Background of the Incompetent World=”Desperate Era of Experts”.
Business world toward supreme destruction by endeavoring on gigantic errors

Climate Collapse Fact Hiding by the ruler with large scale of silent violence.
⑴Overwhelming Incompetent World Facing the Deadly Contradictions.
By losing enemy by USSR liquidation 1991,CIA-military-industry complex(the incarnated
NAZIS)managed to make dirty wars by false flag ones,which were illegal middle east
invasions due to 2001/9/11 inside job terror by secret US troop.In 2007,Arctic ice extent
recorded lowest,beneath there are huge amount of methane possibly causing global
catastrophe.In 2008/9/15,Lehman bankruptcy triggered economic decline in USA after the
war.The world after those went toward decline in politics-economics&climate,the only
chaos grew,but nothing solution appeared.The global incompetent is real.Too big to solve ?.
Now the college educated expert elites ruling politics-economics and etc in USA-Europe the
advanced nations seems grown up in rich home,who could not help to be conservative and
obedient to authorized power.Maybe they could not turn the corrupted global regime.
The cold war USA regime after the war enforced people strong anti-communism by red
purge the terror reign.While in Europe,the operation Gradio succeeded to wipe out leftism
in Europe by false flag terror which caused people to hate leftism and communism. Almost
ally nations with USA seems anti-communism(socialism).In fact,they tell older American
grown up in rich USA era are conservative,while young ones after Lehman are
progressive.Note 6million live in food stamp in USA,while 1% elite monopolize 90% nation
wealth. Now none could turn the upside down regime.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operation_Gladio
⑵Ant-Lion s Excess Competition and Employment Constrain in Capitalism Regime.
In fact,we have been being enforced to waste in useless,but harmful works by excess
competitive capitalism of mass production and mass consuming.After the war,the world had
become ruled mainly by USA where technology development was preceded in competition.
It is capitalism engine which enlarge both market and capital.After all,they had done too
much to cause own extinction called climate crisis due to massive oil consumption.

It is evident fatal failure,however the oil merchant boss Rockefeller could not turn,but
determined to hide dangerous failure by their gigantic wealth and power.
An engineer Is expert employed usually in private corporate.Certainly they were major role
in Capitalism,however they could not be so free due to strong technology competition.
Their ability become evident by performance evaluation of their product. The evaluation is to
influence their status.Similarly scientists are employed in public and private research
institutes and their ability become evident by performance evaluation of their study. Both are
nervous on evaluation on their work,so they are likely to be conservative on their study of
narrow field.Therefore we could not expect them to be generalist who could understand
total world.For example,climate problem could not be solved without caring on economy
regime modification,however they could not be economist.Similarly economists could not be
familiar with climatology.This is nothing,but desperate.However without conquering this
difficulty,we could not be saved.Any experts must be generalist by their will.

[２]：The Upside Down World and the LOGIC.
*Things become upside down in conspiracy world......Allen Daress(CIA founder).
*"If the world is upside down the way it is now, wouldn't we have to turn it over to get
it to stand up straight?" -Eduardo Galeano
http://upsidedownworld.org/main/
http://www.777true.net/The-Upside-Down-World.pdf
http://www.777true.net/New-Regime-Design-to-Turn-the-Upside-Down-World-at-Now.pdf

Though USA may be proud their democracy,while they has terribly been exploiting South
America by implementing puppets<the upside down world is Galeano’s strong accusation>.
Also author himself took many years to have recognized upside down world.If belief in the
world is wrong to be upside down, the corrected answer is turning it as logical negation.
Once people had believed something true,or also overwhelming others considered so,it
becomes difficult to negate those as logical turning(revolution).Logical turning is the most
precedent concept to correct errors.So let’s excercise those in the below by utmost concern.

⑴Why Universe began ??!!<the secret of God with birth of universe>.
You could revolve the world easily by recognizing contradiction and non-contradiction.
If not nothing,it can’t be beginning,because beginning of not nothing must be explained.
If nothing,nothing would be forever !!.It is this that is fatally wrong.
If nothing,nothing would have been forever !!.It is law of material world at now.
If nothing,we can not have any means to prove being of something laws !!!.It is nothing law
that can create non nothing from nothing(nothing law＝almighty law making anything).
Once having become non nothing world,then physical law began to rule<non contradiction>.
It is this turning that becomes revolution.
comment:
Foundation of modern material science=Quantum Mechanics claims phenomena must be
observable to describe<positivism>.Then observable something=A never allow to
realize not A simultaneously.

*non contradiction:Both “A” and “not A” never realize simultaneously as W image.
Once non contradiction premise be,then “cause→result” must be unique to be realized.
This is essential origin of mathematical description of matter world.
→0nly non contradiction enables ordered world

*Theory Decay Theorem by Contradiction:
If A and not A were realizable(=true) simultaneously(contradiction),anything is probable to
be true(realizable).This can not be realizable in our observable material world !.
→Realizing contradiction(error and lie in software)is to decay an order.
example1)A merchant was crying.This spear can penetrate any shields,that shield can
protect any spears.A passer asked. What would happen when the spear hits the shield ??.
example2)As both theoretical and observed reality,vacuum polarization is authorized. In
quantum vacuum,particle a+ and anti-matter particle a- are created simultaneously from
nothing,then both are to be pair combined and annihilated to nothing once again in
extremely short time.

0＝+a－a.

Creation from nothing is contradictory(logical

decay) in ordinal common sense.Thus vacuum world is contradictory one<almighty world>.
＊matter and anti-matter are ±symmetry in physical quantities,and those sum are zero.An exception is
energy,which are canceled by negative energy of attraction force between those.Phenomena paranormal is
communication(or tunneling transportation)between this and that world by B wave(dipole chain reactions).

http://www.777true.net/Scientifical-Mechanism-of-Prophecy-by-Paranormalities.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Proof-on-God.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Logic-the-most-simple_but-supreme-way-for-recognition.pdf

Cause→Result Only this logic can be useful in future prediction

⑵

what,who,why,when,where,how=simplifying by thoroughly pursuing essential origin.
＊excess learning of useless and wasteful make people incompetent,people should
discipline themselves by thoroughly pursuing mechanism in from cause to result.

Neglecting coming climate hell is none,but proof of upside down this world !!
⒜God is true,justice&love(to colive)the life order(logic),while Satan is negative(injustice,
hate&violence)toward not to co-live the supremacism, the anti-life order(anti logic).Mankind
history is struggle between theism Jew(democracy the class struggle)and atheism
anti-Jew (aristocracy hereditary~NAZISM).
http://www.777true.net/Essentia-Criminal-for-Causing-the-Massive-Palestinian-Refugee-isEUROPE-USA.pdf
⒝World now heading catastrophe has been accelerating by hiding climate crisis and false
flag wars conspired by Rockefeller the emperor(CIA-military oil industry complex in USA).
NAZIS was founded by American capitals and NAZIS talents with technology was imported
to USA after the war,which created CIA-military oil industry complex in USA the evil violence
origin of now world.
http://www.777true.net/Global-People-Must-Search-an-Essential-Evile-Origin.pdf
http://www.777true.net/The-Rockefeller-File.pdf
⒞Today,an employment in capitalism regime is a fetter to constrain them in the jail.
Massive world people now has been paralyzing in fatal fact recognition due to deep narcotic
of material hedonism by capitalism globalization.Modern capitalism has been acting
fundamentally on by stimulating peoples greedy(strategy the perpetual market expansion).
It also may be true that people has been too busy to secure today and tomorrow life by their
job,most of which are conservative business in capitalism regime.Thus they can not deny
the regime and are substantially slaves with fetter.Most of us are incompetent in this ways.
As the consequence,neglecting fatal failure by greedy and incompetent could be understood
nothing relief. This is none,but all of us at now !!!.Those are the cause accelerating our
global catastrophe.Then we must survey how to correct the system errors by political unite
with unique common recognition to secure today and tomorrow life .

[３]：How to Solve Those?＝Smaller tasks? Solvable !!.
Once again,we must revive traditional way of life survived for thousands years long.
It is recent very singular,and greedy 50years that had destroyed global climate balance.
All people must change their way of life with strong recognition on the deadly climate fact.
Those are also to change regime to fit climate strategy so as to secure all people’s life.
Very coarsely to tell,people could fundamentally be free, if they could save minimum
foods,energy and housing to live.This could be realizable,if people could be united to
have common conscious to push POLITICS.The emergent and effective climate policy is
more than 80%CO2 cut by minimum livelihood. This is technically possible at now.
Once all people could have recognized the emergency,they could become able to overcome
many difficulties.

Bet it with strong hope for realizing good future !!!.

Die or Do_Mending the Deadly Climate_the Problem-Solution-Reaction.
http://www.777true.net/Do-or-Die_Mending-on-Deadly-Climate_the-Problem-Solution-Reaction.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Q-A_Die-or-Do_Mending-the-Deadly-Climate_the-Problem-Solution-Reaction.pdf

APPENDIX1:Beginning must be climate fact declaration by climate scientists.
Author has been surveying climate information since 2007,then his conclusion are
(1)Emergent more than 80%CO2 cut to stabilize global temperature.
(2)Emergent Arctic Cooling Engineering to intercept Methane Catastrophe.
However climate science society will not be united to declare above fatal fact,as the
consequence,also global climate activists orgs could not have been united uniquely toward
global political actions. Once they could have been united,the world would be revolutioned.
APPENDIX2:Corporate Change in the Regime One.
Best way to understand the regime change is that of emergent wartime,where national
strategy is to determine each role of corporate.Then some shrink,while others grow.
Demands and supply is to determine corporate activity(Planned Economics).
Saving and partitioning minimum foods and energy by 80%CO2 cut in national strategy is
challenging engineering problem.Once the problem was setted on,people will solve it.
In wartime regime,nation people are all soldier and are assured minimum life.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WuxOZFaJkzI

APPENDIX3:Minds Change in the Regime Change !!.
⑴Global Conspiration of Climate Hiding.
30 years long international political negotiations on climate change had terribly failed to
realize even 1% CO2 reduction,but the actuality is having been increasing only.This is not
simple our incompetent,but deep conspiration to hide climate change by the oil emperor.
＊IPCC the injustice manipulated by the oil merchant.
http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/2013/10/just-do-not-tell-them-the-monster-exists.html
http://www.777true.net/IPCC-the-injustice.pdf

＊The oil merchant EXXON-MOBIL's outrageous climate crimes in the past.
ExxonMobil Faces Heightened Risk of Climate Litigation, Its Critics Say
Advocates explore holding the company accountable after new evidence shows it's long
understood that global warming threatened its business and the planet.
By Bob Simison, InsideClimate News Sep 30, 2015
http://insideclimatenews.org/news/23092015/ExxonMobil-May-Face-Heightened-Climate-Litigati
on-Its-Critics-Say?utm_source=climatenexus&utm_medium=referral

Exxon knew four decades ago about CO2
Neela Banerjee of InsideClimate News talks about her investigation into Exxon and how the
company's scientists knew since the 1970s about the damage fossil fuels were causing to the
climate. Banerjee also discusses how the company funded groups dedicated ... more
http://www.msnbc.com/greenhouse/watch/exxon-knew-four-decades-ago-about-co2-536557123
707?utm_source=climatenexus&utm_medium=referral

⑵Todays world leaders are almost terribly obedient followers with the US emperor.
As was described in [１]：⑴,this fatal fact is not so unreasonable,but is of course !!.
Because todays world leaders are almost terribly obedient followers with the USA emperor.
Destiny of the world is told to have been determined in a secret room of the Bilderberg
Group(with the emperor).Western elites have been educated to follow the authority,while
also eastern elites(oil merchant Russia,and consuming goods merchant China) have been
educated to follow Western prosperity.Superficially both have been against with each others
in regional disputes,however all of them are common in neglecting climate !!.
If the world had determined mutual nuclear suicide to settle climate hell world,
USA and Russia(China)would have been against with each other hereafter.

⑶Now most of them(us)are facing global economy decline at anywhere,however,it is far
easy trying to keep current business(the regime).In the reality,someone who try to really
mend climate,then they may intuit overwhelming difficulty in synthesizing technical plan and
in getting global consensus.Certainly this is not easy,but not impossible in authors survey.
Thus none elites will make global revolution for the deadly climate.Their task at now is
sustainability(conserving the regime),and intercept revolution.It’s upside down !!
*If all of us consider it impossible,it would become impossible,
while if we consider it possible,it would become possible. This may be the actuality.
Thereby in the beginning must be globally declaring climate deadly reality by climate
experts, and globally declaring salvation technology possibility by engineers is
decisive.Those organized declaration must be authorized by international institution.
*80%CO2cut becomes optimistic by solar and wind powers by recent technology.
Stanford Engineers’Plan To Convert U.S. To 100% Clean Energy !
https://www.popularresistance.org/stanford-engineers-plan-to-convert-u-s-to-100-clean-energy/

*Arctic Cooling Engineering<this must becomes more uproar !!!>.
Save the Arctic sea ice while we still can! 2015/03/06
http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/2015/03/save-the-arctic-sea-ice-while-we-still-can.html
*Note UN such as IPCC and COPXX at now are mappet of the emperor.
So we must make another UN hastily.

⑷The kernel of their mind is nearly no change for a while,so we should live in pleasure,
but never think of coming climate hell !!.This is supreme irresponsibility of elites(also us)by
ensemble synchronous paralyzing.
*Note you could see many serious climate movies in youtube.com,then almost those are
pessimism of it’s too late toward making people silent.
it’s too late is lie if we take Arctic Cooling Engineering.
⑸Summary(the problem becomes smaller ??):
:Global climate fact declaration by climate experts
:Global declaration on Climate Salvation Technology by Engineers and Economists
:Global Organizing on Emergent Political Actions by All Planetary People.
Now main role is not climate scientists,but Engineers and new Economists !!,
:could be skipped.

Stand up all the engineers and economists by altogether !!!.

